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China is undergoing economic reforms which make it an attractive
market for many western hi-tech companies. The purpose of this paper
is to recommed an effective marketing communication program for the
electrical engineering company selected for this study, i.e.,
ASEA/BBC*.
The Company as it now exists is the product of a recent merger
(January, 1988) involving two electrical giants: ASEA and Brown
Boveri. Prior to the merger, both partners had a presence in China
for many years. The Company's overall image among customers is good
as judged from comments received from a mail questionnaire survey.
Nonetheless, as the survey made evident, improvements in delivery,
sales engineers' flexibility and the ability to understand customers'
problems need to be made.
A total marketing communication plan is developed for The
Company, with an annual budget set at HK$4,280,000. This budget
covers the activities of Advertising, Personal Selling, Direct
Mail, "Exhibitions", Seminars and Public Relations/Publicity.
For advertising, the researchers recommended that The Company
develops a formal advertising plan. This plan comprises trade
iournals for product advertising, supplemented by corporate
This will be henceforth referred to as "The Company."
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advertising in newspapers and on television.
For personal selling, the researchers recommended that two
additional sales staff be hired to cover Southwest China and the
market segment known as district heating. More and better sales
and technical training should be provided to the Hong Kong and PRC
staff to build up their professional competence and reduce costly
travelling by the European staff.
For direct mail, the researchers feel that the existing regular
mailing of The Company's technical review, together with a special
merger announcement campaign, will enable the objectives set for this
particular media to be achieved.
Concerning exhibitions in China, we believe that they serve only
for promoting corporate image therefore, participation in one major
national event is enough. However, more qualified technical staff
should be delegated to man exhibition stands.
As for seminars, The Company should continue to organize its own
private seminars and avoid participating in those organized in
conjunction with exhibitions. Three seminars are planned one in
Beijing, one in Shanghai, and one in Guangzhou.
Lastly, The Company should develop a PR/Publicity program to
inform the public about itself. In this regard, three dinner
receptions are proposed to be held in the aforementioned cities for
briefing major customers.
With the implementation of the aforementioned communication
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Since China adopted its 'Open Door Policy' in 1978, its foreign
trade has grown dramatically. Between 1978 and 1985, the compound
annual growth rate of China's foreign trade was 19%. Foreign trade in
the Sixth Five Year Plan (1981-1985) totalled US$230 billion, double
the amount of the previous five-year plan. Under the Seventh
Five-Year Plan (1986-1990), it is envisaged that the average annual
growth rate of China's two way trade will be 7%, with exports growing
at 8.1% and imports at 6.1% annually. By 1990, the annual trade
volume is forecast to reach US$83 billion.
The importation of foreign technology (techimport) has made an
immense contribution to the rapid growth of China's foreign trade in
recent years. In the Sixth Five-Year Plan, China approved 1,397
techimport contracts having a total value of US$4.9 billion. During
the current Five-Year Plan (1986-1990), China is expanding the scale
and scope of its technological imports considerably. In 1986, 744
contracts valued at US$4.5 billion were approved. In the first half
of 1987, 311 contracts valued at US$1.6 billion were approved.
Although the figures indicate good prospects for foreign high
technology suppliers, import priorities have been set by the Chinese
government regarding technological imports which every supplier needs
to take into consideration.
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In the period. 1986-1990, import priority is being given to the
energy, transportation, communications and raw materials industries,
(especially power, port and petroleum projects) as well as the
technical upgrading of machinery and electronic enterprises. Priority
is also being given to the import of the technology and equipment
needed to generate more export earnings or to enable the production of
import substitutes. However, favored manufacturers in the
aforementioned priority fields face no easy task. Besides tough
competition, the tight control on foreign exchange will continue to
create great difficulties for them in selling to the China market.
The excessive spending in 1984 and 1985 caused China's foreign
exchange reserves to plummet from a high of US$16.7 billion in 1984,
to 1986's US$10.5 billion. This prompted the government to
recentralize foreign trade management in order to avoid
suboptimization and the ever-present possibility of corruption at
local levels. How long the import controls will last will depend very
much on how well China manages its balance of payments.
So far, the efforts adopted by the Chinese government to increase
exports and cut back imports have succeeded in reducing the country's
trade deficit. The deficit in 1986 was estimated to be US$10 billion,
down from the 1985 figure of US$13 billion.
For 1987, the result is even more encouraging. The figure
released by the State Statistical Bureau indicated that the trade
deficit has been reduced to US$3.7 billion. With an improving trade
balance, the decline in the country's foreign exchange reserves has
halted. The level of foreign exchange reserves in 1987 is forecast to
stand at US$10.5 billion, roughly the same as 1986. In addition to
the improvement in the foreign exchange reserve situation, China is
now more willing to borrow from abroad, thus adding more funds for
importing the advanced technology required by the country.
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China's foreign debt totalled US$20.5 billion in 1985 and it is
forecast that the figure will increase to US$32.4 billion in 1987.
Despite this increase, China's debt service burden should remain
manageable- probably not reaching more than 10% in 1987- because of
the modest debt service payments and the country's good export
performance. The positive results gained by China's export sectors
combined with prudent borrowing from aboard could mean that import
controls will not become a long-term feature of the China market.
The country's economic environment, however, cannot be isolated
from its political developments. Soon after the former party general
secretary stepped down, the economic reformists were strongly attacked
by their conservative counterparts. The reemergence of the
conservatives in the power game created a fair amount of uncertainty
and anxiety among China traders for a time. Now with the election of
a new leadership after the 13th Party Congress, it seems that the
reformists have once again come to the fore. One can therefore assume
that stability will be maintained in the near future. Current
economic reform will continue, but measures will be adopted by Chinese
authorities to cool down the overheated economy.
In conclusion, with a more stable political structure after the
13th Party Congress and an improving economy, China will still be a
major market for foreign suppliers of high technology goods and
cprvi-_
Octives of the Study
Despite the difficulties inherent in selling to China, many
hi-tech suppliers are still enthusiastic about the future of their
-Droducts in the country. This also applies to most of the world's big
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heavy electrical engineering companies, including the company under
investigation (i.e. ASEA/BBC).
The intense competition among the big, multi-national electrical
engineering firms has created a buyer's market, with price up until a
few years ago being the dominant factor in closing a deal. However,
slowly but surely, the Chinese authorities are coming to realize that
a lower initial purchase price does not guarantee that the total cost
of a project will be lower. Thus, other elements in the marketing mix
adopted by the foreign firms are becoming more important in
differentiating one company from another.
An effective market communication program is therefore
indispensable if a company is to establish a niche in the market. It
is the intention of this study to develop such a program for the
selected company based on an analysis of the various market forces,
the company, its products, its competitors, and the company's existing
programs. Further, through this study, it is intended to highlight
CDP
the difficulties in promoting industrial products in China and to gain
some insight into the strategic planning of a hi-tech industrial
company.
The scope of this study has been limited to The Company's
business in the power sector. This is because The Company's
manufacturing program covers 400 product groups which find
applications in different industries (e.g. power, mining, iron and
steel, transportation, and marine and offshore engineering), and time
constraints make it impossible to cover all the product groups.
The power industry was selected first because of its tremendous
importance to The Company (this industry accounts for over 50 percent
of The Comanv's China business) and second because power-related
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projects usually entail a very complicated implementation process
which can be considered typical for many hi-tech projects.
Flow of the Report
The researchers' approach to solving The Company's problem of
developing a sound marketing communication plan involved our
extensively reviewing literature to enrich our conceptual knowledge
for developing an analytical framework to tackle the problem, and to
help construct the questions for gathering information in phases two
and three.
Having developed a theoretical base, we then began gathering
information about the internal and external environment in which The
Company operates. In the second phase of information gathering,
personal interviews were conducted with The Company's management and
department managers. Information on the strengths and weaknesses of
The Company and its products were identified. Market and competitive
data were noted, as was the customer buying process. Existing
strategies and objectives were sought from management.
To further augment the researchers' knowledge about customers,
especially their attitudes towards The Company vis-a-vis competitors,
in phase three we conducted a mail questionnaire survey to solicit
responses from the target audience.
By analysing the information collected from phases two and three,
and coupling it with the researchers' shared knowledge of the
industry, we were able to construct profiles of the market,
company/product, competitors and customers. These profiles present,
systematically, the results obtained by the researchers on the
business environment in which The Company is operating. Based on
this, we were able to draw certain marketing conclusions and develop a
series of recommendations for The Company.
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PHASE ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW
To develop an efficient and effective marketing communications
program for the said company, we feel that a complete review of the
role of marketing communications in the marketing mix and the study of
previous writings on promoting products in China is necessary. In
doing this, we aim to construct a theoretical framework for developing
sound strategies and tactics for the company.
The elements frequently employed in an industrial marketing
communications plan will be discussed individually. These elements
must be carefully integrated for communication objectives to be
achieved effectively. Once the various strategies have been
conceived, plans must be developed to enable the various individuals
concerned to carry them through successfully.
Advertising
Advertising means the use of paid media Dy a seller to
communicate persuasive information about its product, services, or
organisations.1 Industrial advertising is used to reach an unknown
or inaccessible buying audience, to create awareness of The Company
to enhance the effectiveness of sales calls, to increase the overall
effectiveness of the selling effort, and to support distributors'
efforts. Advertising copy must be placed in the most effective media
1Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis. Planning -Ana
rnntrol (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1984), p. 524.
7so as to maximize the reach, frequency and impact in regard to the
target audience. The budget must be set over the business cycle, the
seasons and the months with a careful consideration for delays in
impact and the effect of repetition. Continuous research has to be
carried out on the effectiveness of the communication and selling
effects of the advertising program.
Magazine advertising is widely used in industrial communications.
In this regard, Ogilvy and Raphaelson2 found that:
As in television, ads with news score above average.
Injecting 'story appeal' into illustrations increases chances of
attracting attention.
Before-and-after illustrations score above average.
It pays to show the product in use and the end result of having
used it.
'Blind' headlines that require reading of the body copy to
decipher them don't work well. Copywriters who believe they can tease
readers into an advertisement are throwing money away.
Long headlines- 15 words or more- usually work better than
short ones.
Headlines that quote somebody, in quotation marks, score
dramatically high- 28 percent above the average for all headlines
recalled, according to one study.
Besides product or service aavertisiiig, LULPVLdLC QuLLlOllib--
nnnthar mnortant tool for industrial marketers. Garbett3 conducted
2David Ogilvy and Joel Raphaelson, Research on Advertising
Techniques that Work- and Don't Work, Harvard Business Review,
July-August 1982, p. 14-18.
3Thomas F. Garbett, When to Advertise Your Company, Harvard
Business Review, March-April 1982, p. 100-106.
8a survey on the use of corporate advertising. He found that
corporate advertising can help accomplish many of the following
objectives: boost sales, hold employees, recruit professionals,
increase the price of The Company's stock, and get people to
understand The Company. He suggested that the top manager use
corporate advertising if his company's stock seems to be significantly
undervalued or if he is in an industry that carries a higher than
usual risk of unwanted publicity.
Regarding China, advertising has been used with increasing
frequency by western companies to penetrate the market. The major
reasons for this, as indicated in a study 4 are
- The Chinese are among the world's most brand-conscious
consumers.
- The competition among product lines is growing.
- The Chinese prefer to deal with the company they know the most
about.
- As China decentralizes its economy, advertising is a good way
of reaching China's increasingly numerous and disparate buyers.
- Through advertising, one can influence the policy-makers to fit
one's company's products into China's future plans.
Finally when advertising objectives are set, the corresponding
advertising budget should then be developed. It seems that industrial
marketers do not make much use of the modern sophisticated techniques
for setting their budgets. Blasko and Patti5 compared the methods
used by industrial and consumer marketers to set advertising budgets
4 Billings-Yun, Advertising and Marke ting in China: Past, Present
and Future, The Asia Letter Ltd., 1985, p. 161-162.
5 Vincent J. Blasko and Charles H. Patti, The Advertising
Budgeting Practices of Industrial Marketers, Journal of Marketing,
-11 1 no/. 1 fl/._1 1()
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(Table 1), and concluded that industrial marketers are much slower
than consumer marketers in making changes in the budgeting process
necessitated by tighter economic conditions, growing competition, and
a fast changing market place. One possible explanation is that
advertising has traditionally played a much smaller role in the
stimulation of demand for industrial goods.
TABLE 1
COMPARISION OF METHODS USED BY INDUSTRIAL AND CONSUMER
MARKETERS TO SET ADVERTISING BUDGETS
Percentage-Patti/BlaskoPatti/Blasko
pointIndustrial aConsumer a

















a Totals exceed 100 percent due to multiple responses
Source: Vincent J. Blasko and Charles H. Patti, The Advertising
Budgeting Practices of Industrial Marketers, Journal of
Marketing, Fall 1984, p. 104-110
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Personal Selling
One major role of the sales force is to actualize maximum
customer satisfaction. This is a primary concern of the industrial
marketer when devising a marketing mix. The marketer must understand
the environment within which sales people work and the functions of
sales management. How effective, efficient and professional sales
people operate in their environment depends on how well they are
managed.
Sales management involves two primary areas: developing strategy
for effective deployment of the sales force and administration. Sales
force administration includes recruiting and training sales personnel.
Strategy involves the management functions of planning, organizing,
and controlling the selling effort.
Planning calls for consideration of the sales potential and
service requirements of individual customers within a firm's target
market and how the sales force can best be deployed to provide optimal
service to customers with varying requirements.
Organizing is concerned with how the sales force is structured
and how its members are categorized according to their functions and
assigned to customers and territories that maximize their sales and
service efforts.
Controlling means the regulating of activities in accordance with
the goals and objectives of an organization. Management by exception
is employed to monitor and control the unusual performances, while
management by objectives allows sales personnel to have self control
of their activities.
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Alexsandra and Cathcart pointed out the importance of a
salesperson's image. Image should generate success, otherwise it
creates a roadblock that will hamper effective communication. They
suggested six critical components of professional image: first
impression, depth of knowledge, breadth of knowledge, flexibility,
enthusiasm and sincerity.
For salesmen to develop successful negotiation techniques,
Kozubska7 believed that the following were necessary:
- establish the relationship
- gain information
- identify and meet the customer's needs
- feed back his ideas and concerns
- bargain from principle, not position
- collaborate with the customers
- involve the customer, and
- remain loyal to the company and to the customer
Direct Mail
Direct mail is a useful tool frequently employed in conjunction
with business or trade publication advertising. Because it has the
potential to gain the reader's full attention, direct mail advertising
can provide a greater impact than can an advertisement in trade or
business publications.
Direct mail offers the marketer numerous advantages over
6Tony Alexsandra and Jim Cathcart, Projecting a Professional
Image, Marketin Communications, January 1985, p. 69.
Joanna Kozubska, The Role of Negotiation in the Selling of
Industrial Products,"Journal of Sales Management, 3.3.1986, p. 3-7.
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conventional print advertisments in business or trade publications.
Advertising messages can be developed and targeted towards a precisely
defined market to introduce a new product, promote corporate image,
support the sales force, or communicate with industrial distributors.
It is relatively low in cost, highly selective, flexible with regard
to timing, and it offers considerable space for telling the full
story.
Direct mail is not without disadvantages, however. It can be
extremely wasteful if prospects are not clearly identified. It may be
tossed aside without ever being read. It may also never get past the
secretary of the intended recipient. To avoid these problems, direct
mail programs must be carefully conceived and geared towards a
specific target audience whose names, job titles, or functions are
known.
It is relatively easy to develop mailing lists that contain the
names, titles, and functions of the audience to be reached. Mailing
lists can be secured from trade publications, industrial directories,
mailing list houses, lists obtained through trade show leads and the
company's own marketing information system. When obtaining mailing
lists from outside sources, however, care should be taken to make
certain that the lists are up to date.
Exhibit ions
. For many industrial companies, trade shows are a major part of
their marketing communication activities and are used to support both
8
selling and other marketing activities. Depending upon the size of
8Thomas V. Bonoma, Get More Out Of Your Trade Shows, Harvard
Business Review, January-February 1983, p. 75-83.
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the firm, trade show participation can range from six to twelve a
year. According to one source, a company may allocate as much as 35
percent of its annual promotional budget to trade show expenditures.
Trade shows offer manufacturers, as well as distributors and
other vendors, an opportunity to display their products or describe
their services to customers, distributors, suppliers, and the press.
Not only do trade shows enhance the firm's ability to increase overall
company awareness and generate sales leads they are an effective
means of reaching a relatively large audience and reducing the number
of sales calls needed to close a sale.
The effective use of trade shows, however, depends on the role
they are to play in the overall promotional mix and how well trade
show objectives are established. Not only must the marketer set
specific trade show objectives, he must specify the target market to
be reached, the results to be expected, and how funds are to be
allocated.
Despite the fact that exhibitions have shown themselves to be
effective in other parts of the world, in China the benefit gained
from participating in them is limited. This is due to the large
number of shows organized every year the latter affects the quality
of the exhibitions. It is not uncommon for several exhibitions on the
same theme to be held in the same year. Hence, China traders must be
very careful in selecting the right show to participate in since
exhibiting in China involves a considerable outlay of time and money.
Factors that must be considered are location of the show, timing,
foreign organizer's reputation, Chinese co-organizer or sponsor's




Promotional contests are also used in industrial marketing
although less frequently. Specialty advertising including useful,
low-cost giveaways such as calendars, ballpoint pens, cigarettes,
lighters, and gifts is also used. Since the item bears the firm's
name and address, and possibly contains an advertising message, it
could be classified as an advertisement in the broadest sense.
Care must be taken regarding the manner in which specialty
advertising is distributed so that the offering will not be
misunderstood or offensive.9 For instance, specialty items can be
included as part of a proposal (e.g. the memo pad on-which it is
written, or the binder in which it is contained) or offered to several
members of the customer's staff (e.g. desk calendars or pens). When
offered to a prospect, they should be presented in a way that does not
aooear to apply pressure or obligate the prospect in any way.
Publicity
Publicity, because of its high credibility and low cost, is a
highly effective promotional tool. When favorable editorial material
about a company or its products is placed in the media, it generates
sales leads and brings about better relationships with customers.
Evidence indicates that industrial customers rate technical editorial
material and trade journals as an important source of information in
the buying process.l° Thus, technical articles are excellent
9 George M. Zinkham and Lauren A. Vachris, The Impact of Selling
Aids on New Prospect, Industrial Marketing Management, 13(1984),
p. 187-193.
10Jerome D. Williams, Industrial Publicity: One of the Best
Promotion Tools, Industrial Marketing Management, 12(1983),
i- 207-221.
vehicles for reaching industrial customers.
Sophisticated industrial buyers, who evaluate and analyze
proposals to meet product requirements, engage in considerable
research to determine product characteristics and identify potential
sources of supply as they move through the purchasing decision
process. Part of that search process includes information gathered
from trade publications: information that is perceived as coming from
a highly credible source. Industrial buyers recognize that most
editors of trade journals have technical knowledge in the field and
are able to evaluate the usefulness of information for their readers.
Therefore, when industrial buyers read about a product in the
editorial section of a trade journal, they tend to believe that the
editor has deemed the product worthy of special consideration. The
benefits of using articles are outlined in Table 2. 11
TABLE 2
FOUR GOOD REASONS FOR USING SIGNED ARTICLES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION
1. Signed articles help to improve a company's technical image and
to presell products.
2. Signed articles extend the reach of sales engineers.
3. Signed articles are an important source of information to
customers.
4. Signed articles appear in publications that are well read by
industrial customers.
Public Relations
Public relations is a social pnilosopny of managment expressed
in policies and practices, which, through sensitive interpretation of
events based upon two-way communication with its publics, strives to
ll ibid
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secure mutual understanding and goodwill.
The process of establishing public policy, securing action on
policies to the public, so as to effect a two-way formal or informal
exchange of ideas between an organization and its publics, constitutes
the function of PR.
The primary objectives of PR is the creation of favorable public
opinion. To achieve this, various tools are used. Communication
media used by organizations in PR include publicity, advertising,
periodicals, films, special events, and oral communications. The most
widely used is media publicity in the form of news releases, feature
stories, magazine articles, photographs, audio and video tapes, and
films.
12H. Frazier Moore and Frank B. Kalupa, Public relations:




PHASE TWO: PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Personal interviews were conducted with The Company staff to
obtain information about the various market, company, competitive and
customer profiles as well as The Company's existing strategies.
In this phase, senior management and department managers were
requested to give their opinions, insights, and information on the
strategic management process relating to marketing communications in
China on power generation products. These interviews were carried out
after first preparing a list of open-ended questions which required
detailed explanatory responses from the interviewees.
The questions asked centered on five areas: task environment,
marketing management, market segmentation, targeting and
positioning, marketing communications and marketing systems.
For task environment, the researchers wished to know about the
market and competition trends as well as The Company's strengths and
weaknesses vis-a-vis competitors. Also what The Company perceived its
image as being by its target customers.
For marketing management and market segmentation, targeting
and positioning, we identified the target markets of The Company as
well as its strategic marketing planning process. As for marketing
communications, we asked questions on how the various promotion mix
elements are used by The Company and their corresponding objectives.
Finally, in order to know something about control in The
18
Company's marketing communication activities, the researchers checked
if The Company had a system to measure the effectiveness of its
promotion program and whether up-to-date market information is being
provided to management so as to enable the latter to respond to
changing conditions.
The qualitative analysis of the Phase Two results of these
personal interviews are presented in the various profiles in Chapter
V. These profiles also include materials in Phase Three, and so the
qualitative findings are not also shown here, to facilitate
presentation and eliminate duplication. The list of questions we asked
are attached in Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER IV
PHASE THREE: MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY ON CUSTOMERS
Through the mail questionnaire survey, we sought to discover the
ideas and attitudes of the customers of power generation equipment.
As regards the sampling method, since the number of people
involved in the electric power industry is enoromous, it was not
possible to generate a complete population list for China and then
draw on it to form a random sample. Instead, we took a list of
customers and potential customers from The Company, and in fact did a
census of all 203 names on that list. The majority of the
receipients are high ranking personnel in their respective
organisations. They are highly experienced in the industry and are
either decision makers or influencers. Therefore, we believe that the
opinions of these people will be of substantial value for The Company.
Each person received a questionnaire with a covering letter.
(See Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5) The covering letter briefly explained
the purpose and nature of the study. It also stated that all
information furnished would be kept strictly confidential and would be
destroyed once the project was completed so that the prospective
respondents might feel free and secure to return the questionnaire.
To'improve the rate of response, a reminder letter (see Appendices 6
and 7) and a questionnaire were sent to each person three weeks
subsequent to the first mailing.
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The questionnaire was divided into five parts: advertising,
personal selling, trade shows, direct mail, and background information
of each respondents.
Altogether, 203 questionnaires were sent out 31 of these (15%)
were returned. Of these 31, 29 were usable. The findings of the mail
Questionnaire survey are presented below.
Magazines/Trade Journals Read by Respondents
Table 3 shows which of the Chinese magazines/trade journals
listed by the researchers are most often read by the respondents
TABLE 3
RESPONDENTS' TRADE MEDIA PREFERENCE
Percentage of respondents








10Power Supply and Utilization
7Product and Technology Abroad
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Respondents' Ability to Recall Suppliers' Advertisement
Most of the respondents were able to recall one or more
suppliers' advertisements which they have seen in the past three
months.
TABLE 4
RESPONDENTS' ADVERTISING RECALL ABILITi
Percentage of
Ability to respondents
recall any (N= 29)
Yes 76
24No
Of those who can remember suppliers' advertisements, a further
detailed breakdown of the number of times being mentioned for each
major manufacturer listed in the questionnaire is given in Table 5.
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TABLE 5



































Note: Percentage exceeds 100 due to multiple answers for each
respondent.
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From the above, it can be seen that The Company stands out from
the other suppliers. The high recall frequency may be explained by
the fact that it is not only just doing advertising, but also running
a regular direct mail program. Hence, the respondents may be more
exposed to the name of The Company and so pay more attention to its
advertisements.
Reasons for the Respondents Recalling a Supplier's Ad
Table 6 gives the frequency breakdown of the reasons given by the
respondents in explaining why they remember the advertisement(s) of a
certain suDDlier.
TABLE 6
RESPONDENTS' REASONS FOR REMEMBERING SUPPLIERS' ADS
Nn_ of times a Darticular reason being mentioned
Toshiba TotalGEC Hitachi Mitsubishi SiemensAEG ASEA/BBC GE












(22)(100) (13)Headline (100) (12)
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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Table 6 shows that the most important reasons the respondents
gave for being able to remember a supplier's advertisement are that
the advertisement has a very informative content and that the
insertion frequency is high. So when planning an advertising
campaign, the advertising copy must be written to provide full
technical details and the advertisement must appear in a series rather
than as a one-off.
Respondents' Comments on What Constitutes a Good Advertisement
The tabulation for the respondents' comments is shown in Table 7.
After analysing the answers of the respondents to the open-ended
question on this subject, the researchers have conceptualized what a
good electrical equipment advertisement should cover. It must include
the major technical data of the equipment and any special designs and
technical features must be indicated. Any improvements over similiar
competitive products or the previous model from the same supplier must
be pointed out. Successful operating experience in China or in other
parts of the world must be quoted as reference. An indication of
product reliability, safety and quality is necessary. Last but not
least, the advertiser should mention how competitive its products are
in terms of price and what kind of after-sales service is available.
In general, respondents want to get very detailed information
from suppliers' advertisements which, as indicated before, is a major
reason for their being able to remember a supplier's past
advertisements. The comments from the respondents can be used as
guidelines for manufacturers to develop their advertising message.
The tabulation for the respondents' comments is shown below.
The English verbatims, translated from Chinese for each of the
respondent's answers to this question, are shown in Appendix 10.
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TABLE 7
IMPORTANT POINTS IDENTIFIED FROM RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS ON WHAT
SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A GOOD ADVERTISEMENT
No. of times mentionedImportants points to be
by respondentsincluded in ad copy
13Major technical data
10Application references
9Special design and features
6Photo showing the important















benefits gained by using
the advertised products
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Respondents' Attitudes Towards the
Roles of Suppliers' Sales Engineers
Table 8 gives an idea of the roles of sales engineers deemed most
important by respondents.
TABLE 8
DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE OF THE VARIOUS ROLES OF SALES PERSONNEL
Percentage breakdown of respondents selecting a
particular classification
Fairly SomewhatMostRoles of




















Respondents' Awareness about the Various Suppliers
Table 9 (a) is a breakdown of the respondents who have heard
about the eight suppliers.
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TABLE 9 (a)











The result indicates that all the suppliers (except AEG) have an
awareness in the 90-100% range.
Respondents' Business Relationship with the Jupp11eL5
Table 9 (b) is a breakdown of the percentage of respondents who
have done business with the various suppliers.
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TABLE 9 (b)
FREQUENCY BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE BUSINESS











The Company has the highest percentage Hitachi and Mitsubishi
follow. The execeptionally high percentage for The Company can be
explained by the fact that it is formed by two companies previously
selling actively in China. Therefore, the respondents who have dealt
with either one of the forming partners are automatically counted as
dealing with The Company.
Respondents' Rating on the Individual Supplier's Sales
Engineers on each of the Attributes Listed in the Questionnaire
Table 10 shows the mean score (on a basis of 1-10, 10 being the




RATING OF SUPPLIERS' SALES ENGINEERS
Mean score for each supplier's sales engineers
Attributes AEG ASEA/BBC GE GEC Hitachi Mitsubishi Siemens Toshiba Avg.
8.17.98.48'3 8.7* 7.6 7.7 g 61Product )7.9
knowledge




6.57.25.77.66.4 5.5 6.4 7.4Flexibility-9-5.7
7.37.47.27.67.2 6.5 7.1Enthusiasm---7.5
7.67.27.77.6Appearance ,7.9 7.418.0 7.9 7.1
6.76.76.47.3:7.17_2 C5. 4 6.5Human 6.7
relations
skill
6.06.27.45.85.58_3 6.7 7.6Sincerity) 8.4*
7.46.87.27.36.87.6 7.9 7.2Carry out
Dromises
7.5a 7.1 7.0I- 7.0 7.1 7.17.4Avg.
* Indicates the highest mean score for that attribute.
a Indicates the highest overall average score.
In general, the respondents' overall ratings tor the sales
engineers of the eight suppliers do not differ significantly with the
range from 7.0-7.5. However, the respondents' rated The Company's and
Kitsubishi's sales staff the highest average score on all the
attributes taken together.
The sales engineers of GE (U.S.A) received the highest scores in
product knowledge and presentation skills. As for negotiation skills,
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flexibility, enthuasium and the human relations factor, the Mitsubishi
people take the lead. In the flexibility factor, the best German
suppliers and the US's GE are rated somewhat below the average score
for this attribute. For appearance, The Company's staff have a
marginal lead over AEG and GEC (U.K.). Finally, for sincerity and
ability to carry out on promises made, AEG has the top score.
Regarding sincerity, it is interesting to note that the three
Japanese suppliers are rated rather low, especially Hitachi and
Mitsubishi. This could be due to the fact that when China first
opened its doors, many Japanese business enterprises took undue
advantage of China. Even though the Japanese electrical engineering
firms indicated may not have been involved, the carry over effect
tends to make the respondents think that Japanese firms in general are
not sincere. A further factor contributing to this belief is the huge
trade surplus enjoyed by Japan in trading with China coupled with the
unwillingness of Japanese companies to increase their direct
investment in China.
Although The Company's staff are rated first only on appearance,
its staff generally receive rather high scores on all the other
attributes. However, The Company's sales engineers could further
improve their flexibility and enthusiam when dealing with clients in
order to narrow the difference between themselves and the leading
suppliers in these two attributes. Also, though the score received
for the ability to carry out promises is quite high, it is still one
point behind AEG. So The Company's sales staff should be careful when
making promises to avoid their customers having a let down feeling
if the staff can't deliver on their promises.
Res ondents' Attitudes Towards Trade Shows
About 86 percent of the respondents have visited trade shows in
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the past year. Table 11 reflects the objectives sought by these trade
show visitors.
TABLE 11
OBJECTIVES OF VISITING TRADE SHOWS
No. of times mentioned by
respondents expressed in percentage
Objective (N=29)





14Purchase exhibits at a
cheaper price
Among those objectives considered important by the respondents,
the degree of these objectives being satisfied by visiting existing
trade shows is given in Table 12.
TABLE 12
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO FEEL THEIR OBJECTIVES
OF VISITING TRADE SHOW BEING SATISFIED
PercentageImportant objectives







It seems that one-third of the respondents who want to acquire
information through trade shows are unsatisfied. A probable reason
for this is that most of the printed material distributed at trade
shows are general catalogues. The respondents usually want to have
more detailed and more technical information available on exhibition
stands.
Respondents' Overall Comments on Trade Shows
The respondents consider that current trade shows only serve as a
general introduction to exhibitors and their products. To make trade
shows more useful, exhibitors should provide detailed technical
documentation and have qualified technical staff at the stand to
provide detailed information on the spot. New products or those
required by the China market should be displayed. Exhibitors should
also try to organize technical seminars in conjunction with
exhibitions to reinforce the latter's importance. A careful selection
of interpreters for exhibitors' foreign staff is important, especially
when holding discussions with Chinese technical people. The comments
from the respondents have been coded and tabulated in Table 13.
A complete translation of all the respondents' comments is
attached in Appendix 11.
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TABLE 13
IMPORTANT FACTORS IDENTIFIED FROM RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS ON HOW
EXHIBITORS CAN IMPROVE THEIR TRADE SHOW ACTIVITIES
Important areas for No. of times mentioned by
respondentsimprovements
11Organize technical seminars




6Display of new products
or products relevant to
China market
4Assign qualified staff to
man the stand
2Pay attention to the quality
of the interpreters
Active Users of Direct Mail among the Suppliers
Table 14 shows how active each supplier is perceived in terms of
direct mail by counting the number of times each supplier was




DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT OF THE SUPPLIERS IN USING DIRECT MAIL
No. of times mentioned












The Company is perceived to be the most active user of direct
mail, with Mitsubishi in second place.
Respondents' Attitudes Toward the
Usefulness of Different Direct Mail Materials
The percentage breakdown of responaents cnoice dOQUL LILC




USEFULNESS OF DIFFERENT DIRECT MAIL MATERIALS
Very Somewhat Not expeciallyTypes of direct
usefulmail materials useful useful
(N= 29)
24% 18%New products/special event 58%
announcement
11%55% 34%Periodic technical review








From the above table, we see that new products/special events
announcement, periodic technical review and applications in other
parts of the world will draw the most attention from respondents
since they consider this data as most useful to them.
Respondents' Overall Rating on the Various Suppliers
Table 16 gives the mean score (on a basis of 1-10, 10 being the
best) of each supplier rated in terms of each of the important factors
listed by the researchers.
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TABLE 16
SUPPLIERS' RATINGO ON THE VRIOUS PERFORMANCE FACTORS
Supplier
Performance AEG ASEA/BBC GE GEC Hitachi Mitsubishi Siemens Toshiba Avg. Factor




8.0 8.2 8.3* 8.1 8.3* 7.7 8.1
delivery
Good service 7.3 7.8 7.8 7.0 8.3* 8.0 7.6 7.4 7.7
and
maintenance
Good prodcut 8.4 8.3 8.5 7.1 7.6 7.5 8.6 7.0 7.9
quality
Good 7.9 8.1* 8.1* 6.4 7.2 7.3
8.1 7.2 7.5
technolgy





8.1a 7.0 7.7 7.7 8.1a 7.3
Indicates the highest mean score for that performance factor.
a Indicates the highest overall average score
The overall ratings of the eight suppliers indicated The Company
ranks the highest together with GE and Siemens. Nevertheless, the
ratings for the other suppliers are genersally perceived to be
satosfactory.
For individual performance factors, the scores obtained by The
Company are above average except delivery but is only 0.2 lower than
the average figure. And actually The Company leads the other
manufactureres in terms of " good contarct execution" and" good
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technology, although tor technology it ties with GE (U.S.A.) and
Siemens. Nevertheless, The Company would become the real leader if it
further improved its performance in the areas of good delivery and
good service and maintenance.
Comparison of Respondents' Rating on Suppliers'
Sales Engineers and on Suppliers Overall Performance
Table 17 compares the results of Table 10 and Table 16.
Table 17
COMPARISON OF SUPPLIERS' OVERALL RATINGS WITH
THEIR SALES ENGINEERS' RATINGS










* Indicates the highest score.
It is noted that although Mitsubishi's sales engineers are rated
first together with The Company's staff by the respondents, Mitsubishi
is not the leader in the overall rating. This is because it cannot
obtain the highest score for any single performance factor unlike its
sales staff ranking which receives four highest scores.
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But for The Company, it is able to maintain leadership in the overall
rating. It seems The Company is able to strike a balance between
selling function and the other performance aspects listed in Table 16.
Respondents' Demographic Characteristics
Tables A, B and C in Appendix 8 classify the respondents
according to the institutions they work in, their occupations, and the
number of years working experience in the electrical engineering
sector.
A Note on Constraint
As the number of respondents is small, the results, while treated
statistically, should be regarded with circumspection. Nevertheless,
since all the respondents are highly qualified decision-makers/
influencers in the purchase of power generation equipment, their
answers have enriched our knowledge about the market and their ideas
and attitudes towards the current marketing communication programs run
by the various suppliers. By gaining such insights, and coupling them
with an analysis of the market, The Company's products, and its
context, we feel we are able to develop a more effective marketing




SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Based on the data collected from secondary sources plus
information gathered from the personal interviews and the customer
mail survey, the following four profiles- market, company/product,
competitors, and customers- are constructed which can help form a
basis for developing sound marketing strategies.
Market Profile
China's economic readjustment notwithstanding, the electric power
industry is still one of the major growth and investment sectors in
the current Seventh Five-Year Plan. By the year 1990, China's power
output will reach 550 billion KWH, which is 142.7 billion KWH more
than the 1985 figure and represents an average annual increase of
6.2%.
The aggregate generating capacity of the power stations and
plants to be constructed in 1986-1990 will be 60 to 65 million KW of
this, hydro-electric power stations will account for 18.8 million KW.
However, the amount of equipment to be provided through import has not
been stipulated in the current 5-year plan. It is estimated the
figure will be in the region of US$2 billion for the entire period.
In addition to building power plants, power transmission networks have
to be built up to connect the plants to end-users this will provide a
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market of about US$0.5 billion for foreign suppliers.
In the present 5-year plan, energy development will be carried
out in four different fields:
1. Thermal Power Development
A number of thermal power plants will be built in the
country's major coal producing areas (eg, Shanxi, Inner
Mongolia, Shandong and Shaanxi). In the coastal areas, power
plants will be constructed at the ports of Dalian, Nantong,
Fuzhou, Harbin and Chongqing (a map of China is attached in
Appendix 12).
2. Hydro Power Development
Further development will occur at the hydro resources at the
Upper Yellow River, middle and upper reaches of the Yangtze
River and its tributaries, and along the Hongshui River. In
both Southeast and East China where good hydro resources are
extensively available, several medium-sized hydro-power
stations will be built. Moreover, the preparatory phase of
the Three Gorges' water conservancy project will be continued
and considerable support will also be given to developing
small hydro-power stations by the local municipalities.
3. Nuclear Power Development
Not much emphasis will be put on this sector. The major
development will be the Daya Bay plant in Guangdong and the
Qinshan Nuclear Power Plant in Zhejiang.
4. Regional Power Grids Intensification
A 5 million-volt transmission line network will be put up as
the infrastructure of the regional power grids in North,
Northeast and East China improves. Moreover, the 1,080
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kilometer 500 kV D.C. power transmission and transforming
project between Gezhouba and Shanghai, linking the central
China and East China power grid, will be completed.
Meanwhile, the construction of a 330 kV transmission line in
the Northwest power grid will be quickened.
In addition to these four fields, the Seventh Five-Year Plan will
see at least 30 cities in Northern China install district heating
systems to provide heat in the residential areas. This is the result
of a growing awareness for environmental protection, a trend that is
seeing small coal-fired communal heating systems being replaced by
larger municipal systems with a connection to a power plant using the
heat energy generated by the plant. For this sector, an import
potential of US$6 million- US$9 million per year is forecast.
Company/Product Profile
The Company is the world's biggest heavy electrical engineering
company with headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland. It is the result of
a merger between two companies each having a 100-year history in the
electrical engineering field. The combined strengths of the two
partners give synergies in R D, production and distribution. Major
manufacturing plants are located in West Germany, Sweden and
Switzerland.
In the power generation sector, The Company is able to supply
complete thermal, hydro, nuclear as well as combined-cycle power
plants. In addition to complete plants, The Company supplies
individual components for power plants (eg, various types of turbines,
heat exchangers and turbo-generators). Although The Company has not
won many complete power plant projects in China, its history of
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selling power generation equipment in China dating back to the early
1930s augers well for the future.
Today, some turbo-generator sets and turbines running for as long
as 40 years are still in operation in power plants located throughout
China. The superior technology of The Company's turbines has won
admiration from customers worldwide. This is borne out by the fact
that orders have been received from power plants in other parts of the
world to replace their existing turbines, built by other
manufacturers, with The Company's turbines. The problem in China is
that Chinese buyers are still primarily using price as their basic
vendor selection criterion and, given the current high value of Swiss
Francs and Detusche Marks as against US dollars and Canadian dollars,
it is very difficult to convince customers to justify the higher price
with better product quality.
The price factor was the major reason behind The Company losing
the tender for several complete coal-fired power plants at the end of
1985 and early 1986. What The Company sold to China in the power
plant sector until recently were mainly components involving a rather
small dollar amount. Nevertheless, in October 1987 The Company did
win a major contract to supply turbine-generator set to a new power
plant now under construction near Shanghai.
In China's power transmission/distribution sector, The Company's
position is quite strong vis-a-vis its competitors, especially in the
500kV and 220kV networks. Many orders were received during the Sixth
Five-Year Plan for substations, switchgears, and circuit breakers.
Prominent examples include the first high-voltage direct current
transmission project in China- Gezhouba to Shanghai, turnkey supply
of the Hangmen substation, as well as supplying medium and
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low-voltage distribution equipment for the East China Power
Administration and Yangtze Valley Planning Office.
Also The Company is getting a lot of medium voltage business from
the special economic zones. Although the dollar amount of each
individual contract is rather small, the aggregate sum is quite
substantial. As these small projects were usually handled locally
without the complexity of involving central government (as is the case
for large national projects), profitability was high.
Besides selling distribution equipment, The Company has licensees
in China manufacturing medium and low-voltage equipment. This helps
to consolidate market position.
The Company's products are regarded by Chinese customers as being
of the highest quality, a fact evidenced from the rating in Table 14
which shows a mean score of 8.3 for The Company's product quality.
competitive rroriie
The Company's major competitors are Japan's Mitsubishi, Hitachi
and Toshiba, the US's General Electric and West Germany's Siemens and
AEG less of a competitor is France's Alsthom Atlantique and the US's
Westinghouse. In general, competitive products are considered by
Chinese end-users as having good quality although some of their
products are considered to be of lower quality than those produced by
The Company.
Japanese competitors adopt a very aggressive pricing policy with
strong government support. So, despite the rising yen, their prices
are still very competitive. Because Mitsubishi is part of a group
that owns the world's 4th largest commercial bank, it enjoys certain
advantages when offering a financing package. As the past contract
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performance of Mitsubishi and other Japanese firms was very good with
short delivery times and reliable after-sales services, these
companies have established a strong position in China's power
generation sector and their major target is looking at the complete
plant business. However, in 1987, Japanese suppliers were not doing
much business due to the conflicts arising between the two countries,
both politically and economically.
As for American competitors like GE, the advantage they have is
their weak currency in relation to Swiss Francs and Detuchmarks (the
currencies of The Company). As for the German competitors, Siemens is
very active in China, but its major business currently comes from
selling communication and medical equipment. As for AEG, it is not
yet active in China's power market. Nevertheless, an eye must be kept
on these companies, especially Siemens since it possesses huge
resources.
In addition to selling equipment to Chinese buyers directly,
offers of technology transfer and co-production are being used more
and more as marketing tools. Goods thus produced are promoted jointly
by the licensor and the licensee via print advertising, sales calls,
participation in exhibitions and, to a limited extent, direct mail.
An overall comparision of the major suppliers as seen by customers is
shown in Table 14.
On all the performance factors listed, i.e. Good contract
Execution, Good Delivery, Good Service and Maintenance, Good
Product Quality, Good Technology and Good Product Value for Price
Paid, The Company obtains a high score for each except Good
Delivery. More effort needs to be made to reduce the gap between its
performance and the leader. Overall, though, The Company compares
very well with its competitors.
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Customer Profile
The typical buying process for a new plant is depicted in
Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
BUYING PROCESS OF NEW POWER PLANT



























When an end-user, usually the provincial power supply bureau or
the bigger regional power administration, perceives a need to build a
new power plant to ease the power shortage in its region, he assigns a
design institute to conduct a feasibility study to develop a proposal
covering the technical capacity and funding requirement, as well as
other details.
The proposal is then submitted to the Ministry of Water Resources
and Electric Power (MWREP) for approval.
When the MWREP approves the project, it is submitted to the State
Planning Commission which decides whether the project is genuinely
necessary for the further development of the country. If the answer
is positive, the project is passed to the State Economic Commission to
see whether funds are available. If they are not, the project is
usually postponed until the next 5-year plan.
Once the project is approved, the end-user will assign an import
corporation (called Huaneng) to contact foreign suppliers to bid for
the project. Huaneng looks after all purchasing and financing.
Technical and commercial discussions with foreign suppliers are
arranged by Huaneng with the participation of the end-user and the
responsible design institute. Several rounds of long, often
cumbersome discussions are then conducted, following which Huaneng
decides to whom the contract should be awarded. The final selection
is therefore a joint decision.
As for extension of existing plant or the purchase of replacement
units, these do not involve the State Planning Commission and State
Economic Commission. Once the Resources Allocation Department of
MWREP considers funds need be provided, MWREP approves the proposal.
After this, the foreign trade corporation- China National Technical
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Import Corporation (CNTIC), acts on behalf of the MWREP to issue
tender proposal. CNTIC is responsible for the commercial negotiations
for getting the lowest possible price whereas the China International
Water Electric Corporation (CWE) of MWREP in Beijing looks after the
technical aspects of the contract. When price does not exceed a
controlling standard, which party gets the contract depends very much
on the comments of the design institute and the end-user.
The aforementioned buying process for plant extension also
applies to the purchase of new power plants financed by World Bank
funds, i.e. these new plants will not be handled by Huaneng but by
CNTIC and CWE together. The buying process just described is pictured
in Figure 2 for easy reference.
FIGURE 2
BUYING PROCESS FOR PLANT EXTENSION AND WORLD BANK FINANCED





















In general, the Chinese are very price-conscious and will accept
products (not necessarily always the best) if the price difference is
big. Since the attitude of Chinese negotiators is to avoid taking
risk, a supplier's reputation for prompt delivery, high product
quality and the ability to complete projects on time and within budget
are all important factors.
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CHAPTER VI
MARKETING IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The information gathered in previous chapters forms the basis
upon which we draw marketing conclusions and make recommendations for
developing The Company's marketing communication program.
A systematic approach was adopted. The researchers first
selected target markets for The Company based on a study of the market
profile as well as the strengths and weaknesses of The Company. Once
the major target markets were selected, the marketing and promotional
objectives were developed.
With an understanding of what market segments should be
emphaisized by The Company and the objectives that needed to be
achieved we then proceeded to develop sub-level objectives for the
various communication elements. Existing strategies that are deemed
effective will be continued together with new strategies recommended.
We believe the new program thus developed will enable The Company to
better promote its power generation products.
After the strategies are developed, an estimate of the budget
needed for achieving The Company's marketing communication objectives
is made. Once the budget is set, a detailed plan of action with
target action dates is set. This will then enable management to
monitor the progress of its communication activities.
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Last but not least, a discussion on the appropriate control
measures on the major promotional elements is made to ensure the whole
program will run smoothly.
The following sections will detail the whole process of marketing
communication planning and the corresponding strategies recommended.
Marketing Segmentation And Objectives
Target Market
As indicated in the company profile, it is not possible tor Erie
Company's price level of complete power plants and turbosets to come
down to the level of its competitors because of the high exchange
value of SFr and DM. Furthermore, we consider Switzerland to be of
political insignificance to China, which means The Company does not
have access to government-to-government protocol influence for
helping to close big contracts. Hence, it is rather difficult to
compete in the complete plant business. Therefore, The Company needs
to concentrate its efforts on obtaining small to medium-sized
projects.
However, we do not advocate that The Company totally neglect big
power plant projects. Instead of bidding for the whole turnkey
project, The Company may offer only that equipment which has a clear
competitive advantage in terms of technological competence, or work
together with other suppliers in technical consortia.
Another lucrative segment of the power generation sector is the
district heating business. As indicated in the market profile, the
Chinese government has plans to install district heating systems in 30
cities. According to the management, The Company is a leader in this
field. Hence, we see a good potential for developing business in
district heating.
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In the power transmission sector, the existing markets for 500 kV
and 220 kV network and related equipment should still be the prime
targets as The Company is not competitive in the 330 kV range.
In conclusion, for the power generation business, the major
target should be the small and medium-sized projects, whereas for the
power transmission/distribution business, efforts should be put at
keeping the existing market segments from invading by competitors.
After recommending the target markets, discussing with management
what mission The Company wants to achieve, taking into consideration
of their and our own judgement, we derived the following marketing and
promotion objectives.
Marketing Objectives
1. To maintain the order intake level at HK$500 m in 1988.
2. To be the market leaders in the target markets.
3. To further consolidate market position in the power transmission
sector and maintain market share with regard to the supply of
high voltage and medium voltage equipment.
4. To penetrate the district heating sector.
5. To place more emphasis on small and medium-sized projects.
6. To improve market coverage in Southwest China.
Promotion Objectives
1. To promote the new corporate identity in China, i.e. the new
operating company is the world's biggest heavy electrical engi-
neering firm.
2. To continue projecting an image of technological competence among
targeted customers.
3. To maintain the image that the new company will remain a reliable
supplier.





1. To educate targeted customers that the two partners have combined
to form the world's number one heavy electrical engineering firm.
2. To inform targeted customers about the combined offer in power
generation, transmision and distribution equipment.
Strategy
From the interviews, we know that The Company does not have a
formal advertising plan. Currently, advertising activity involves
placing several insertions in some Chinese technical magazines only.
A small amount of funds is also spent on complimentary advertising.
As for the China market, besides advertising carried out by the Hong
Kong-based office, the European sales divisions advertise occasionally
in a number of Chinese magazines produced by overseas publishers for
circulation in China. Not much co-ordination exists between the
European sales divisions and the Hong Kong regional office, the result
being an effort bereft of any one theme.
Therefore we propose a systematic approach to advertising be
adopted to ensure The Company gets the best value for its money. For
product advertising, it is recommended that the marketing manager
should sit down with divisional sales manager to identify what
products need to be promoted in the coming year and to who. Also,
sales objectives must be indicated by the sales manager with market
and competitive information provided to the marketing manager. Based
on this information, an initial advertising program for each product
that needs to be promoted in China can be developed.
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The initial advertising program should again be discussed with
the sales manager for his comments and suggestions. A final program
can then be readied, a corresponding advertising budget set and imple-
mentation begun.
Product advertising should capitalize on the point that customers
perceive The Company's products as having advanced technology(which
was revealed from the customer survey). Also, as shown in Table 16,
customers have not rated The Company high on delivery time as compared
with the leaders in that area. Therefore, the advertising message
should address this point by telling customers what measures have been
taken (such as improved co-operation with European factories) to
ensure the best delivery service will be provided.
Furthermore, based from customers' comments on what a good
advertisement should be, all product advertising copy should contain
important technical data and cite job references (preferably those in
China) to make it more persuasive. In addition, advertisements should
highlight the improvements of a current model that make it better than
a competitor's product or better than a previous model of The Company.
And a good product picture showing its prominent features is required.
Regarding the approach, we feel that a straight forward approach
should be adopted avoid making the advertisement look fancy to
Chinese customers as they are still rather conservative.
Besides product advertising, as our literature review points out
that corporate advertisng is an effective image building tool,
therefore, we recommend The Company to develop a corporate advertising
program using newspaper and TV to promote the new corporate identity
by building upon the long experience of the founding partners. The
advertising strategy is to emphasize that the new company is the
world's largest electrical engineering firm with huge resources for R
D which enable it to maintain technological leadership in the field.
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Another point to be stressed is that the new company is a reli-
able business partner and the synergy effect will enable The Company
:o better serve customers in China. The corporate advertising copy
should also stress that The Company is a good contract executor with
quality products and advanced technology, and that customers will get
the best value for the price they pay and will receive good repair
and maintenance service. All these are the stengths of The Company as
perceived by customers and indicated from the ratings in Table 16.
Once strategies are developed, it is necessary to select the
right media. The Company before had no idea whether the magazines it
selected were the right media to advertise in. From the survey
findings, the researchers concluded that only the magazines Electric
Power, Electricity for China and Power are worth continuing use
as advertising mediums.
Additional to advertising in trade magazines, newspapers should
also carry The Company's corporate advertising so that high ranking
government officials who have no technical background will have the
chance to read about the new entity. General newspapers like Remin
Ribao are not recommednded because their rates are very high and
their readership too broad. Instead, the International Trade News
published by the Ministry of Foreign Economic and Trade Relations
should be used as its circulation is limited to people who deal with
foreign trade and to the senior officals of the various ministries.
Besides using print media,*television is recommended but not
interspersed between normal programs. The researchers found that
there is a TV program called What's New which introduces advanced
overseas technology. This program is watched by those who are
interested in learning about advanced technology and therefore we
consider it to be a good spot for The Company's corporate advertising
since The Company can reinforce its image of technological competence
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with an interested audience. What The Company should do is to develop
a suitable video tape showing its advanced technology for airing on
China Central Television(CCTV). The Company can also place its
corporate advertising in an edited form to run during the commercial
time of the program.
By instituting systematic planning and striving for closer
co-ordination with the European sales divisions to avoid the latter's
spasmotic advertising, the effectiveness of The Company's advertising
activity will be greatly enhanced.
Personal Selling
Objectives
1. To develop a more competent sales rorce tnrcugii 1JLV1C1Vllcii
training both in technical knowledge and sales techniques.
2. To expand the existing geographical area of operations to include
the South-western part of China.
3. To further cultivate personal relationship already established.
Strategy
From the sales manager, we knew that the selling activities of
the Hong Kong Office can be divided into two types. The first type is
the own account business under which the local office gets equipment
from its European factories and adds its own mark-up before quoting to
the customer. The local office takes the profit to its own account.
The second type is commission based business whereby the local
qffice helps the European Sales Division to conclude a deal in China
and earns a fixed rate of commission.
In the power business, the majority of deals are commission-
based. The Company has nine sales staff in the power generation and
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transmission department. These Hong Kong based engineers usually
accompany factory staff from Europe on visits to clients for conduct-
ing technical discussions and presentations. Their role has become
more or less that of an interpreter for their European counterparts.
Frequent visits by European staff to China, even when a project
was still in the preliminary stage, was quite a common situation in
the past and still exists today. We think this arrangement is
undoubtedly very costly and not in the best interests of The Company.
On top of this, there are a number of factory delegates stationed in
Hong Kong. They also travel a lot in China and act like expensive
salesmen.
So in future, The Company should reduce the travelling of its
European staff and allow local engineers to take up the slack. Those
European delegates stationed in Hong Kong should train their Hong Kong
counterparts so that they are capable of conducting initial presenta-
tions and the first few rounds of technical discussions. The European
delegates and technical people should only join the discussions when
securing a potential project is at the final stages. Although Table 10
indicated that the customers have a high regard for The Company's
sales engineers in terms of technical competence, the continued
upgrading of their product knowledge is still required to reduce the
present high cost of sales due to travels by the European staff.
Besides undergoing continued technical training, the Hong Kong
engineers should be trained to be more flexible, more enthusiastic and
mere careful in making promises, three areas customers rated them low
in vis-a-vis the leaders on these attributes. In addition to
improving the quality of Hong Kong staff, The Company should continue
to develop competent local PRC staff to handle technical matters which
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we consider to be an effective measure for long-term cost
optimisation. By training PRC engineers, The Company could better
cover the vast China market. The efforts will help build a
professional image of the Hong Kong and PRC engineers, which, as noted
in the literature review, will greatly enhance their work.
Furthermore, from Table 10, we noticed that The Company's sales
engineers are ranked well above average in terms of sincerity,
especially when compared with the Japanese suppliers. It is important
that The Company should maintain this competitive edge since our
experience indicates that many Chinese do harbor a certain skeptism
about the intentions of the foreign businessmen who do business with
them. A good image in sincerity will greatly enhance the persuasive
power of the salesmen's presentation. The sales manager should
constantly remind his staff to treat the customers as long-term
business partners and to avoid seeking short-term profit at the
expense of long-term profit optimization. Newly recruited sales
engineers should be trained to be empathatic to the customers.
As The Company's sales staff are perceived by customers to be of
high sincerity, therefore, whenever they are challenged by customers
that other suppliers'(especially the Japanese) sales engineers'
proposals look more attractive, they should stress that their
proposals are based on a sincere study of the problems of the
customers. While other proposals may seem to offer more attractive
terms, it is possible that these offers cannot really solve the
customers' problems. But care must be taken when refering to
other suppliers' sales people in order to avoid any ill feelings among
customers that The Company's sales staff are intentionally out to
disgrace other competitors.
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Another strategy to improve The Company's geographical coverage
we think is to set up new offices in the city of Chongqing. which is
the capital of Sichuan province and is strategically located in the
Southwest part of China with better infrastructure as compared with
other major cities in that part of China. However, a detailed
cost/benefit analysis should be conducted before making this decision.
In the meantime, The Company still needs to hire more sales engineers,
no matter whether they are going to be stationed in Hong Kong or
Chongqing in future, for better coverage in that region. The
researchers recommend hiring one more staff this year first with
additional manpower can be added subject to the volume of business
generated. One more sales staff should also be recruited to penerate
the district heating segment which from the market profile analysis
comes out as a lucrative business area.
Direct Mail
Objectives
1. To communciate to the target audience the detailea structure oi
the new Group and its operations.
2. To detail the applications of The Company's technology in the
practical world.
Strategy
In a market as vast as China, direct mail is a cost-effective
medium for communicating The Company's message. However, to make
direct mailing effective in China, the marketing manager of The
Company believes that it must be done in a way that will not induce
receipients to think this is just another advertising piece. To avoid
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this, The Company has elected to translate its monthly
English-language technical review and use it as a regular direct
mailer for China. This we agree is a very effective direct mailer
since the respondents of the survey indicated that technical data in
the form of reviews is the second most useful information they would
like to receive. The technical review contains articles with detailed
description/analysis regarding the real life applications of The
Company's products on various sites throughout the world, plus the
latest R D results achieved by The Company in the electrical engi-
neering field.
A powerful aspect of this direct mailing compaign is to print a
Chinese insert and mail it together with the English version. We
think this can generate a lot of goodwill since Chinese readers can
double check whenever they have doubts about the translation. Another
benefit is that some Chinese readers use this publication to improve
their English.
To ensure a high translation quality, The Company has assigned
the job to a local engineering consultant in Shanghai. This consul-
tant organized a team of retired engineers to do the job. This
arrangement we feel can give the readers great confidence in reading
the insert because it is translated by people in the industry.
The direct mailing compaign began in 1986. Most of the copies
are addressed to a specific person to ensure proper readership, which
is highly regarded by the researchers.
According to the marketing manager, the Chinese review is well
received and helps to promote the technical image of The Company. The
regular mailing of this high quality publication has generated good
comment from customers. This was as expected, since from the customer
survey, it was noted that not too many suppliers use direct mail. So
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we think The Company should continue to capitalize on this media to
further promote its corporate image since this channel is neglected by
many suppliers. Therefore, in 1988, The Company's plan to increase
the distribution figure from the current 2400 copies to 3000 copies
should be firmly implemented.
Besides mailing the technical review, a special direct mail
compaign to announce the merger and details about the structure and
operations of the new company is being organized by The Company's
marketing department to run for a period of six months. The
researchers believe this information will arouse awareness and
interest among the target audiences since a special event
announcement is deemed to be the most useful information by the
respondents in our survey.
In all, we see that The Company is doing rather well with its
direct mailing. However, more efforts should be made to ensure good
quality direct mail copy is developed.
Exhibitions
Objective
To demonstrate The Company's capability in the ielas oL pUW L
generation, transmission and distribution through the display of
exhibits in major national energy exhibition.
Strategy
This is by far the major promotion medium used by The Company
besides personal selling. Around mid-year, The Company's marketing
department will prepare next year's exhibition program together with
its recommendations. The plan will be sent to the European
headquarters' central exhibition department. The central exhibition
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department will approach the various sales divisions to see whether
they are interested to participate in certain exhibitions. When the
list of exhibitions to be participated in has come out, the Hong Kong
marketing department will co-operate closely with the central
exhibition department to organize the activities.
Based on the comments of management and the researchers' past
experience, the benefits of participating in exhibitions held in China
are not that great. Although the shows do attract many visitors, the
percentage of key people is extremely low. And unfortunately the
cost of participating in China exhibitions is exorbitantly high.
Therefore,. it is difficult to justify large-scale participation.
Another probelm with exhibitions in China is that usually every
year there are several on the same topic which further affects the
quality of the trade shows. Take, for instance, 1988: there are four
similiar power related exhibitions scheduled to be held in China.
Therefore, selecting the right exhibition is the most important task
of the marketing manager. Factors to be considered include organiz-
er's reputation and past track record, the background of the Chinese
co-organizer/sponsor, the location of the show, the exhibit profiles
as well as the logistics for the exhibition which we have discussed in
the literature review section before.
Therefore, using exhibitions specifically to promote sales is not
always cost effective. What The Company is doing is using trade shows
to promote its corporate image as well as introducing new products
which we consider to be the right approach. This strategy is
especially appropriate for the present year following the merger of
the two partners. The researchers recommend a major exhibition called
Energy Power, which will be held in Beijing, for participation
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because it ranks high in the aforementioned criteria. A big stand
should be erected to reflect the image of The Company being the
world's largest electrical engineering firm. The stand should display
some products and photos of projects The Company has been involved in,
particularly those in China as users are more interested in these
application examples. This will demonstrate that The Company is a
competent supplier capable of supplying any equipment to the power
industry in China. Newly developed technology in the nuclear reactor
field should be highlighted as a follow-up to last year's exhibition
activity.
Despite the general low quality of the visitors, a small number
of relevant technical people do visit exhibitions. These people are
looking for technical information and a real technical exchange as can
be seen from the questionnaire survey. To capitalize on their
presence, The Company's stand will be staffed by qualified technical
people (not just salesmen). To do otherwise will hurt the image of
technical competence The Company wishes to project. This will be an
important differentiation between The Company and other exhibitors
since from the comments of the respondents of the survey, it was noted
that many exhibitors do not send technically competent people to man
their stand (including at one time The Company under investigation).
Hence the marketing department should press the sales divisions
in Europe to send qualified technical experts to man the stand and
provide more detailed technical information to relevant visitors.
Otherwise, it is better not to participate in exhibitions. Also, The
Company must provide competent Chinese engineers to support the
F.rcrean experts when discussing matters with visitors. It is not
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advisable to hire outside interpreters, since from the customer survey




To project an image of technical competence among the target
audience.
Strategy
For exhibitions in China, most organizers usually arrange for
technical seminars to be held at the same time. Although survey
respondents indicated they would like to participate at seminars when
visiting trade shows, The Company prefers to organize its own private
seminars. This is because the trade show organizer cannot guarantee
the quality of the audiences who attend technical seminars held in
conjunction with exhibitions. The Company's past experience verifies
this point. This is why The Company prefers to host its own.
Company seminars are held either at local offices in China or in
the offices of its customers. The seminars are organized solely for a
single end-user or for a group of them. Sometimes, The Company
solicits support from a customer, a design institute or even the
central ministry to act as co-sponsor and, through them, is able to
invite key people to its symposia.
Small or introductory technical presentations are usually handled
solely by engineers working in Hong Kong or China. However, for big
or advanced technical symposia, European delegates are called upon to
speak with the full support of local Chinese engineers. We agree that
rhese private seminars are a very effective tool and The Company
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should continue to use these as a sales and image building tool.
This year according to the sales manager The Company will organize 3
seminars in its three local offices to present its power generation
delivery program to the major customers.
Public Relations/Publicity
Objective
To present the facts about the new operating company to the
general public.
Strategy
LiKe aavertising, we ocserveu CnaL all. ra ak-LLVJ Ly -LO V16a11101W--%.1
on an ad hoc basis. For instance, when one or more senior management
staff from Europe visit China, a dinner reception is organized. At
other times, (e.g., after the signing of a major contract) a banquet
is arranged. Inviting potential customers and Chinese officials to
visit The Company's plants in Europe is also grouped into the PR
category.
Regarding publicity, The Company sometimes submits technical
features to journals to publish together with The Company's advertis-
ment. However, a systematic way of providing information to the press
is lacking.
In view of the merger, we see a lot of information needs to be
communicated to the public. Therefore, a PR/publicity plan must be
developed. Regular information should be delivered to the press and
receptions should be organized in the cities of Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou for top management to brief major customers in the electric
power industry on the happenings of the new company. To do it a
professional way, we recommend The Company hire a PR agency.
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Recommended Marketing Communication Budget
The budget is set basically using the objective and task method,
but for some items, last year's expenditure amounts were used as a
base.
For personal selling, since The Company wants to expand its
georgraphical coverage to include Southwest China as well as pene-
trating the district heating sector, the researchers anticipate that
an additional two sales staff will be needed (there are nine sales
people at present). Furthermore, taking the inflation of 1988 to be
8%, the budgeted personal selling expense for the current year will be
increased by about 32%. The sales training expense, like last year,
is set at 10% of the current year's personal selling expenditure
figure.
Regarding advertising, last year The Company only spent about
HK$200,000. For this year, based on the requirements of the sales
department and the advertising rates of the recommended magazines and
CCTV, plus an estimate on the required production costs, a budget
figure of HK$370,000. is proposed. As for exhibitions, this year The
Company should only participate in one national energy exhibition.
Hence the amount set is based on a cost estimate for preparing a 100-
square metre stand for The Company. The proposed area, based on the
researchers' judgement, is large enough to project The Company's image
as being a giant in the electrical engineering field.
For direct mail, the budget figure is calculated according to the
number of issues of the technical review to be printed in 1988 (10
issues) as well as the cost for launching a direct mail program
reporting on the merger. Since the number of private seminars to be
held this year will be three, which is more or less the same as last
year, we set the current year's cost to be 8% higher than 1987 due to
inflation factor.
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Finally for the PR/Publicity activities, this year, because of
the merger, we have recommended The Company to hold three dinner
receptions in China. Therefore, assuming each reception costs
HK$50,000, a total of HK$150,000 is budgeted. The additional
HK$100,000 we recommended to spend is for hiring a small but
professional PR agency to run an on-going publicity program for The
Company (this figure is calculated based on the assumption of a
monthly retainer's fee of HK$9,500).
The detailed breakdown for the budget is shown in table 17.
Table 18
MARKETING COMMUNICATION BUDGET
Last year's expend-Budget figureActivity

















Based on the objectives and strategies discussed in the previous
chapters, an action plan is proposed as below with specific target
date being set to ensure easy monitoring of the activities.
Table 19




sales visits and presentations
June, July, August3 private symposia in
BeiiinR, Shanghai and Guangzhou
Advertising
April, May, July, August,- 6 4/c full page insertions in
October, November
Electric Power
April, June, October,- 4 4/c full page insertions in
DecemberElectricity For China
May, October- 2 4/c full page insertions in
Power published biannually
May, July, September- sponsor 3 programmes in the
What's New of CCTV




- Energy Power China, Beijing
Direct Mail
starting from March till end





June- Dinner Receptions in ieijing,
Shanghai and Guangzhou




As can be seen, a major portion of the budget is allocated to the
sales force. Therefore, proper control of the sales staff is a must
to ensure the success of The Company's marketing activitites. Since
closing a deal involving power genration, transmission and
distribution equipment takes a long time and involves large amounts of
money, we consider setting up a sales quota is not a practical way to
control the engineers.
Instead the company can rely more on the kind of market informa-
tion provided by the sales staff and their selling techniques to judge
how effective they are doing their jobs. Currently, each sales
engineer prepares a report after his visit to China. The sales engi-
neer is requested to update his project files on a regular basis. The
reason behind establishing this system is to provide management with
information whenever it is needed (even in the absence of the
salesman) and enable the individual sales department manager to
evaluate whether projects are being followed up properly.
However, from the interview, we learned that the engineers have
not collected much information on competitors' activities. Therefore,
the sales engineers should be encouraged to try to collect more
information on competitors. One particular aspect should be the
competitors' products' performance in China projects. This will help
the advertising agency to develop copy stressing the superior features
of The Company's products over competitive products. This kind of
factual comparison will gain the trust of customers (as indicated in
the survey). Furthermore, by knowing the performance of
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competitive product in China projects, the sales manager and his staff
can improve the effectiveness of their presentations. Moreover, the
sales department manager should strictly enforce the requirements of
updating the project files for storage in computer (at least on a
bi-monthly basis).
Regarding sales skills, it has been observed by the sales manager
that some of the sales engineers are competent in the area of
technical knowledge but not very effective in the area of selling.
Therefore, we suggest that training programs on the art of
persuasion should be conducted. Each sales engineer, after receiving
this training, should then be required to present to his superior (in
a role-play scenario) a sales pitch to show how he is going to sell
his products.
Another thing about the sales force is the routing of their
trips. At present, the routing of each trip is planned by individual
sales engineers who, being human, often choose convenience over cost
effectiveness. Hence, it would be appropriate to appoint a travel
co-ordinator to plan each sales person's trips.
Advertising
As for measuring the effectiveness of advertising, each adver-
tisement will carry a reader reply coupon to judge how well that
advertisement is arousing interest. Moreover, from the customer
survey, we noticed that The Company's advertisements have a high
recall level. This high recall level should be maintained to keep
track of any significantly changes. Therefore, we suggest a mail
survey targeted at existing customers should be undertaken after every
major campaign to check the recall level of The Company's
advertising message. If the level drops, this means that something




When monitoring the success rate of the direct mailing of the
technical review, The Company should base its findings on the number
of additional copies requested by existing readers.for their
colleagues as well as the number of new readers registered in The
Company's computer data bank.
The objective of increasing the distributed copies from the
current 2400 to 3000 by the end of 1988 should be measured at year
end.
Readers' comments regarding translation quality, layout design
and the distribution channel should be closely monitored and handled
accordingly.
Exhibitions
To ensure that participation in any given exhibition will achieve
its objective, the Hong Kong marketing department must start organiz-
ing activities with the central exhibition department in Europe at
least six months prior to the event. Relevant documents must be
translated into Chinese and the kind of exhibits to be displayed at
the stand should be decided as early as possible to leave sufficient
time for developing a professional stand design.
The delegate list from Europe should be finalized at least two
months before the show to ensure that all visa and accomodation
arrangements can be made. Based on this list, together with the
personnel list from Hong Kong, the marketing department should then
develop a schedule for manning the stand to be agreed by all parties.
This will ensure that every day during the exhibition, The Company's
stand will have sufficient (and qualified) personnel on hand to answer
nnv nitestions from visitors. All the relevant visitors' information
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must be recorded properly and documented for easy retrieval and
follow-up. An example of such a document used by The Company is
attached in appendix 11.
With proper preparation before the show, plus qualified people to
man the stand and documentation of all leads generated, the exhibition








1. What products are being marketed in China?
2. What is happening to market size, growth, geographical
distribution, and profits?
3. What are the major market segments?
4. How do customers and prospects rate the company and its
competitors?
5. How do different customer segments make their buying decisions?
6. Who are the major competitors? What are their objectives and
strategies, their strenghts and weaknesses, their sizes and
market shares?
7. What trends will affect future competition?
Marketing Management
1. What is the marketing philosophy of the company?
2. How do the company identify and evalute market opportunity,
particularly in China?
3. What major decisions constitute the marketing strategy phase of
the marketing plan?
4. How does the company derives its strategic marketing plan?
Market segmentation, Targeting and Positioning
1. What is the approach to target marketing of the company?
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Differentiated or undifferentiated?
2. How is the market position of the company in China? Market
leader or follower or challenger.
3. What are the target markets of The Company?
Marketing Communications
1. What major types of communication channels are being used by the
company?
2. How does the company set its promotional budget?
3. What are the organization's advertising objectives?
4. How is the advertising budget determined?
5. How is the advertising copy developed?
6. How is the media being chosen?
7. Is sales promotion used effectively?
8. Is there a well-conceived publicity/PR program?
9. What are the organization's salesforce objectives?
10. Is the sales force large enough to accomplish the company's
objectives?
11. Is the salesforce organized along the proper principles of
specialization (territory, market, product)?
12. Does the salesforce show high morale, ability, and effort?
13. What are the objectives of participating trade shows?
14. Is trade show an effective media for promoting the company's
products?
15. How is the company's direct mail activity organized?
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Marketing system
1. Is the marketing intelligence system producing accurate,
sufficient, timely information about market place developments?
2 Are marketing communication activities being periodically
examined?
3. What are the control measures adopted for ensuring that the
annual promotional objectives are being achieved?
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COVERING LETTER FOR FIRST MAILING (CHINESE VERSION)
生 專 題 研 究 用 箋
I udent Research Projects
敬 启 者 :
本 校 兩 名 三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程 的 字 生 ， 現 正 迸 行 一 項 奇 題 研 究 ， 題 目 為
電 力 設 各 供 座 商 在 中 國 市 場 所 釆 取 的 市 場 推 戶 策 略 ． 此 項 研 究 之 目 的 ， 一 方
面 是 作 力 畢 亞 淪 文 的 壹 部 份 ， 另 一 方 面 是 希 望 透 這 研 究 分 析 ， 風 而 找 出 一 今 成 功
r
這 令 奇 題 研 究 是 釆 用 同 卷 調 查 的 方 詼 ， 以 了 解 閣 下 對 現 吋 在 中 國 備 售 電 力 設
各 的 外 國 商 所 釆 用 的 推 戶 手 絨 之 意 見 。 故 此 ； 希 望 荻 得 閣 下 的 華 忙 。 將 隨 函 附
上 的 同 卷 月 早 填 妥 寄 回 ， 不 勝 感 謝 ．
假 若 閣 下 有 尖 趣 知 道 是 項 調 查 的 結 果 ， 我 們 將 很 釆 意 把 結 果 寄 給 您 ， 請 您 在
回 卷 末 填 上 姓 名 及 地 址 ， 以 便 郎 寄 。 至 於 閣 下 所 提 供 的 資 料 ， 我 們 將 絕 對 保 密 ，
一 俟 研 究 完 畢 后 ， 所 有 同 卷 將 全 部 燒 毀 ． 顯 祝 岡 下 新 年 快 釆 ！
此 致
敬 札 ！
賀 百 利 博 士 僅 后
一 九 八 八 年 一 月 三 十 一 日
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COVERING LETTER FOR FIRST MAILING學 生 專 題 研 究 用 箋
Student Research Projects (ENGLISH)
31 January 1988
Dear Sir:
Business Project- Effective Marketing Communications
Program for Electrical Equipment
Suppliers
A business research is being conducted by two MiA stuaents o our
university in partial fulfilment of the requirements for their Degree
of Master of Business Administration. The objective of this study is
to identify the esential ingredients of an effective marketing
communication programme for electrical equipment suppliers selling in
People's Republic of China. A questionnaire is utilized for the
purpose of gathering relevant information on the reaction and
attitude towards the existing practice of marketing communication mix
by suppliers. In this connection, you are kindly requested to
complete the attached questionnaire and return it via the enclosed
self-addressed envelope at your earliest convenience.
In order to thank for your kind assistance and support, we woulj be
delighted to send you a summary of findings of the research project
for your reference. If you would like a copy, please state your name
and address at the end of the questionnaire and a copy will be sent
to you in due course. But note that it is not necessary to provide
your name or the name of your organization.
Please note that all information provided are for academic study and
will be treated confidentially by the students. All returned
auestionnaires will be destroyed after the project is completed.
Yours faithfully,
Dr N B Holbert
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APPENDIX 4
CUSTOMER SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE (CHINESE)
1.
那 些 是 您 錘 常 閱 懷 的 （ 即 您 最 少 隔 一 期 便 會 閱 濃 垓 柴 志 ） 。
功 力電 力 技 木
電 世 界國 外 齊 品 勻 技 禾
供 用 電國 隊 電 力 工 亞
清 悅 明其 它
2.
請 列 出 那 些可 以（ 清 回 答 第 四 題 ）圯 不 起







3 對 在 題 您 所 列 出 的 制 造 商 ， 您 覓 得 他 們 的 單 一 戶 告 或 是 一 連 串 的 戶 告 宣 借 有
何 生 別 之 她 ， 因 而 令 到 您 能 留 下 印 象 。
a. （ 请 再 寫 出 啊 造 商 的 名 字 》
標 題 獨 特有 充 足 的 資 料
寫 作 表 達 技 巧 很 好广 告 設 計 吸 引
經 常 看 到
其 它 原 因
b. （ 清 再 寫 出 制 造 商 的 名 字 ）
標 題 獨 特有 充 足 的 資 料
寫 作 表 達 技 巧 很 好戶 告 設 計 吸 引
經 常 看 到
其它原因＿＿．
C （ 請 再 寫 出 制 造 商 的 名 字 ）
標 題 獨 特有 充 足 的 資 料
寫 作 表 達 技 巧 很 好戶 告 設 計 吸 引
經 常 看 到
其它原因＿＿
d. （ 請 再 寫 出 制 造 商 的 名 字 ）
標 題 獨 特
有 充 足 的 資 科
寫 作 表 達 技 巧 很 好
广 告 設 計 吸 引
經 常 看 到






了 解 行 亞 的 發 展 趁 勢
約 買 份 格 較 便 宜 的 展 品
付 治 一 些 可 能 的 合 約
其 它 目 的 ： 清 塊 明
10. 您 覺 得 進 去 所 參 規 進 的 展 筧 會 能 否 滿 足 您 的 目 的 ？ 清 在 每 一 項 目 選 答 可 以 或
不 可 以 。
可 以 不 可 以
荻 得 資 料
參 現 新 齊 品
与 业 务 往 來 的 朋 友 見 面
了 解 行 亞 的 友 展 趙 勢
购 买 份 格 較 便 宜 的 展 品
讨 论 一 些 可 能 的 合 約
其 它 在 题
所 列 出 的 目 的





先 請 回 您 是 否 姪 常 收 到 這 些 資 料 ？
有 （ 跳 答 第役 有





項 目 都 提 出 您 的 意 見 。
役 甚 用 灶有 些 用 她十 分 有 用
一 股 汗 品 目 汞
新 方 品 或 重 要 事 項 的 通 知
技 木 規 格
技 禾 評 淪 或 期 邢
公 司 資 料 （ 例 如 簡 介 、 年 投 ）
方 品 在 世 界 其 它 地 方 的 徑 用 例 子
14 26
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東 芝三 菱日 立 西 向 子GECASEA/BBC GEAEG供 应 商 ╱ （ 日 本 ）（ 西 德 ）（ 日 本 ） （ 日 本 ）一 （ 瑞 士 ） （ 美 國 ） （ 英 國 ）降項表現 I
良 好 的 □
衍 合 約 能 力
交 货 期 准
好 的 維 修
隊 保 莽 服 另
产 品 质 量 好
□ 木 先 进




为 了 將 同 卷 分 类 起 见 ， 请 告 坼 我 們 以 下 的 资 料
A. 清 指 出 您 的 工 作 單 位 是 屬 於 下 列 那 一 类 ．
地 区 電 管 局中 央 政 府 部 门
省 或 市 供 電 局設 計 院






謝 謝 您 的 幫 忙
如 您 有 夾 趣 荻 得 此 項 回 卷 調 查 的 紹 呆 ， 調 拙 忍 叮 壯 鵝 反 地 縱 拱 女 ， 以









1. The first thing we would like to know about is the role of advertising in helping
you in your work. So could you tell us which of the following magazines you read




Power SupplyElectricity for China
Please specify:_Others
2. Can you recall any advertisements for any electrical equipment suppliers that you
have seen in the past three months?







3. Is there anything specific that you remember about the advertisement or the
advertising campaign of the supplier(s) you listed in Q.2?
a. (please specify the name of the supplier again
Impressive HeadlineVery informative





-(please specify the name of the supplier again)
Very informative Impressive Headline
Eye-catching layout Good Writing presentation
Frequently seen
Others
(please specify the name of the supplier again)C.
Impressive HeadlineVery informative
Eye-catching layout Good Writing presentation
Frequently seen
Others
(please specify the name of the supplier again)d.
Impressive HeadlineVery informative
Eye-catching layout Good Writing presentation
Frequently seen
Others
4. What do you think a good advertisement for electrical equipment should be..... what
should it say .....what should it show ....What should its objectives be?
87
5. Now let's talk about the role of selling and the sales engineer. Please rate the
degree of importance of the various roles of a sales engineer. Please check only one





Information provider on people




Developing a good long-term
relationship with the
customer
6. Here is a list of major suppliers. (a)Please tell us whether you've heard about
(b)And please tell us whether you have done business (For each company, you should
check Yes or No for (a) and Yes or No for (b).
(b)(a)



















7. Based on your personal experience, please rate from 1 to 10 the sales forces of the
various suppliers on the following attributes. 10 being the best and 1 being the
poorest. You can give any mark from 1 to 10.
ToshibalHitachi Mitsubishi Siemenssuppliers AEG GECASEA/BBC GE

















8. Let's talk now about trade shows. Have you visited any trade shows related to the
Dower industry in the past year?
NO (Skip to Q.12)YES (Go to Q.9)





Know the industry trend




10.Do you think the exhibitions you have attended so far have satisfied your purposes?





Know the industry trend




11. Overall, do you have any comments about th(i exhibitions you have visited.... what
could exhibitors do to make them better?
12. And now about Direct Mail. Are you receiving regularly direct mail materials from
foreign suppliers?






13. Among the direct mail materials you have received, which of the following types you
found useful. Please check the box that apply. You should mark one check on each
line.















parts of the world
14. Finally, regarding the eight suppliers listed in Q.6, please rate them on a
10-point scale based on the factors indicated below. 10 being the best and 1 being
the poorest. You can give any mark from 1 to 10.
Hitachi Mitsubishi Siemens ToshibalGECGEASEA/BBCAEGL Suppliers














And for classification purposes only, please tell us the
following
A. Please indicate the type of organization you are now
working for.






B. Please indicate your position/title within the organization.
C. Please indicate the number of years of experience in the
field you engaged.
Optional
If you would like to receive the result of this









THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
TELEGRAM• SINOVERSITY 香 港 新 界 沙 田 · 電 話 ： 零 · 六 三 五 二 一 一 一HATIN• NT• HONG KONG- TEL.: 0-6352111 TELEX• 50301 CUHK HX
TEL. 0-6352783
工 商 管 理 學 院 碩 士 課 程 部
MBA Division
APPENDIX 7Faculty of Business Administration
REMINDER LETTER FOR SECOND MAILING學 生 專 題 研 究 用 箋
Student Research Projects (ENGLISH)
29th February, 1988
Dear Sir,
Business Project- Effective Marketing Communication
Program for Electrical Equipment
Suppliers
With reference to my letter dated 31st January, 1950 regarding the
survey conducted by two of our MBA students on the a.m. subject, we
would like to ask for your help by sending back the survey
questionnaire to us as soon as possible. Please note that your
support is of paramount importance to the success of this research
project, and we assure you that all the information you provided will
he treated as confidential and only serves for academic purposes.
For your convenience, we have again attached the questionnaire tor
your completion. Kindly return it by using the enclosed
self-addressed stamped envelop.
Looking forward to your early reply.
Thanks and regards.
Yours faithfully,
Dr N. B. Holbert









































ENGLISH VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS OF RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS ON WHAT




35SeniorThe advertisement should describe the features,
Engineerspecifications and advanced design of the
equipment. It should indicate the advantages of
the advertised product over previous models or
existing competitive products.
Engineer 10The copy should indicate the technological level
of the product and advise of its special design,
areas of improvement and any other major technical
data. The purpose of advertising is to let end-
users know about world market trends, the part-
icular company's product quality, technology
and speciality features.
36ManagerThe advertisement must have enough information
especially on things like improvement in terms
of'safety, economy and quality.
98
Advertising can only give very basic information. Engineer 30
What the respondent needs is a detailed description
on the design principle, technical features and real
world applications of the product, plus what
technological and economic benefits can be obtained
by using it.
An advertisement should pinpoint the activities of Deputy 30
major international and domestic markets. It Chief
should show market share, new technology develop- Engineer
ments, the quality of the company's management
and its products. Furthermore, it should describe
what kind of after-sales service is available and
how these services can be guaranteed.
The specifications, features and application Manager 3C
examples of the series equipment manufactured by
the advertiser should be included. Also, the
advertisement should indicate technical comparisons
of the advertised product with other similiar
products and quote users' comments.
99
31DeputyThe copy should highlight both technical and
Chiefcommercial aspects. It should enable readers
Engineerto understand the classification and technical
specifications of the product. It should
provide a description of the product's perfor-
mance, features and technological level.
35ChiefThe advertisement should cover:
Engineer1. site experience and reliability of the
equipment
2. technological improvement and develop-
ment
3. engineering service
41AdviserThe copy should include:
to Chief1. the equipment's adaptability to conditions
Engineerin China e.g., the level of automation,
the use of 300 MW and 600 MW generating
units by China
2. how it ties in with the end-user's existing
manufacturing experience
3. the quality and reliability of the
equipment
4. technical features and
5. price competitiveness
The advertisement should achieve the following
objectives:
100
1. inform readers that the manufacturer is
highly ;
2. the equipment satisfies the needs of the
customer and is reliable;
3. indicate that other users of the equipment
are satisfied with it;
4. good technical features;
5. indicate competitive price.
Senior 35The advertisement must have:
Engineer1. major technical data;
2. a photo of the product;
3. any special features and the level of
technological advancement;
4. parts supply and after-sales service
plus any preferential terms offered.
35SeniorThe purpose of advertising is to introduce
Engineerproducts. Therefore, the supplier must know the
market needs and, based on this, highlight the
special features of its products, especially
their technical performance.
101
40The content of the advertisement should contain: Senior
Engineer1. the reliability of the product;
2. performance and users' comments. The best way
to promote products is to send a highly
qualified engineer to organize a technical
exchange. He can detail the product's special
features, performance data and application
experience to the audience
24CheifThe advertisement should convey technical data,
Engineeroperating instructions, user comments, any
special design features, technology level
and improvement over previous model. To give
end-users a feeling of sincerity, the advertisement
should also indicate the areas that may need
to be improved.
Manager 35The purpose of advertising is to promote and
introduce advanced products and technology. An
advertisement should cover the successful
experience of the advertiser in power project
design, equipment supply, erection, commissioning
and operation activities. The presentation
should comprise words, figures and photos.
102
The headline must be impressive with creative copy. Engineer 17
Performance, features and scope of applications of
the machine should be emphaised. Multiple media
should be used (e.g., radio, TV, magazines,
newspapers, direct mail) with continued
frequency. This will achieve the objectives of
attracting customers and enlarging the manufact-
urer's influence among the customers.
30ChiefThe advertisement should cover:
Engineer1. how product quality is guaranteed;
2. delivery;
3. market or budget price;
4. application examples in major projects
28DeputyThe most important thing is to quote user
Chiefapplication examples
Engineer
38ChiefThe advertisement should indicate the product's
Engineerspecial features and the copy should be written
precisely and attractively
103
The copy should include technical specifications, Chief 30
performance features, application problems when Engineer
in use, user list and what technical service can
be provided. The purpose of advertising is to
describe the product's special features in a
precise way. It is better to show the data in
tables.
Professor 30Advertising in China is different from western
countries. One should avoid using beautiful
girls. Instead, emphasise product features.
A natural layout design is very important.
The picture should give a good impression of the
product and show the features of the equipment
being mentioned.
Engineer 35A good advertisement not only has detailed
information and creative design. It takes into
consideration the speciality of the country(ies)
or area(s) in which the product is going to be
marketed.
104
Safety, reliability and performance features of Senior 36
the equipment should be indicated. The copy could Engineer
use the operating experience of similiar products
as a comparision. In addition, the strength of
the product in terms of economic features,
maintenance and repair, and after-sales services
should be communicated.
A good advertisement will introduce the technology Project 44
level of the equipment and its actual performance Manager
and sales results. It will tell readers that the
advertiser's products are quality goods that
have been accepted in many countries. The copy
should be straight forward without any
exaggeration.
33DeputyThe advertisement should provide major technical
Chiefdata and special features of the equipment.
Engineer
36DeputyThe copy must indicate clearly the tecnnledl
Chieffeatures as well as the equipment's strength
Engineerover other suppliers' products. The objective
of the advertisement should be to attract




ENGLISH VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS OF RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS UN WHAT




Technical seminars should be organized in conjunc- Engineer iu
tion with exhibitions. This will give improved
results.
The exhibitor should detail the exhibited products' Manager 36
strengths, including quality, economic benefit
and performance.
The impact of professional exhibitions like China Senior 30
Electric 86" was very good. However, besides Engineer
offering visitors the chance to see exhibits
and obtain product information, exhibitors should
organize more in-depth technical discussions,
provide detailed information on the spot or
immediately after the show, and try to develop
preliminary contacts with visitors.
106
Manager 30Exhibitions are not of much use.
31DeputyExhibitors should send highly qualified technical
Chiefstaff. The organization of exhibitions cum
Engineerseminars needs to be improved.
41AdviserExhibitors should be organized to meet China's
to Chiefimport requirements. Technical seminars should
Engineerbe held in conjunction with trade shows.
35SectionThe exhibitor should indicate:
Head1. scope of equipement supply and the function
of the various equipment
2. equipment reliability and support services
3. the type of training that can be provided to
enable the user's personnel to master operation
techniques.
35ChiefIt should be emphasized that verbal exchanges ana
Engineerdiscussions are made between exhibitors' staff
and visitors who have professional and technical
backgrounds. It is also preferable to have some-
thing special on display rather than many general
exhibits. Invitations should be sent to major
customers if necessary, the exhibitor should
send staff to visit the end-user.
107
35SeniorI am not interested in seeing general existing
Engineerproducts. I prefer to see new products. If the
latter are not available, at the very least, the
products on display should be those required by
the market and exhibitors should give detailed
technical explanations concerning them.
40SeniorExhibitors should make use of exhibitions to
Engineerdemonstrate their products' special features,
performance and customers' experience with
them. The feedback from end-users should be used
for product improvement. It is better to organize
technical seminars at the same time.
40SeniorExhibitors must check whether their intended
Engineerexhibits meet the demands of China. The stand
should have sufficient information and pictures to
introduce products to visitors.
Engineer 17Currently, exhibitions only serve as a promotion
tool for exchange and for increasing influence.
Not many sales are made at exhibitions. In
future, exhibitors can consider both exhibiting in
big cities as well as smaller cities. Participat-
ion both in general exhibitions and specialized
trade shows should be used. Exhibitors should try
to make use of trade shows to sell their products
directly to end-users after the event and for
technical exchange.
108
30ChiefExhibitors should fully introduce their products
Engineerand warmly receive visiting professionals.
36ChiefExhibitors should send staff who are familiar
Engineerwith the China market and who can speak Chinese.
Staff should be decision-makers as this facili-
tates negotiation and allows deals to be con-
cluded on the spot. Exhibitors should provide
sufficient information or even schematic draw-
ings besides displaying actual products to
generate in-depth technical discussions.
30ChiefExhibitors should co-ordinate with relevant PRC
Engineerunits to send people to visit their stands. They
should organize technical seminars, and provide
detailed information for those relevant visitors.
Engineer 35My experience is that the competition among
exhibitors is not intense. Only through comp-
etitive strength can a supplier gain customers
and market share.
The present exhibitions only serve a general Senior
introduction purpose. If an exhibitor wants to Engineer
sell products displayed, he should send genuinely
qualified technical staff who know the technology
and the operation performance of the products.
109
More technical seminars should be organized. Deputy 26
Exhibitors should keep their promise of providing Chief
technical information afterwards. It is suggested Engineer
to seek support from Chinese organizations to
organize trade shows.
Exhibitors should be able to provide detailed Project 44
information and give good explanations on product Manager
features. An exhibition I had attended in Beijing
did not provide the kind of knowledge I sought.
This was because the stand personnel were not
technically competent. Obviously, the exhibitors
underestimated the technical level of the visiting
Chinese professionals.
In general, the exhibits on display are quite good Deputy 33
Some exhibitors also had professional seminars Chief
organized at the same time. By doing this, the Engineer
result will be better.




Exhibitors should pay attention to the inter- Professor 30
preters hired by them. Interpreters should know
the technology and display enthusiasm when
explaining things to visitors. It happens that
some exhibitors provide interpreters of poor
quality who do not meet the aforementioned criteria
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